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ABSTRACT

This study concerns the phonological structure of English loan 

words in Telugu. It is not a comprehensive study of the phonological 

effects of borrowing but simply an attempt to explain how English 

sounds become reinterpreted when words containing them are borrowed 

into Telugu.

My findings are that redundancy plays a major role in Telugu 

loanword phonology. A Telegu speaker identifies the'sounds of English 

with the ones closest to his own language and in reproducing them sub

jects them to the phonological rules of Telugu. I have paid particular 

attention to the redundancy rules of Telugu in order to determine their 

exact role in the re-interpretation of English sounds.

A speaker tends to transfer the native sound system in the

process of using the borrowings from the foreign language. He tends to 

transfer to that foreign language his sounds and their variants and 

their interaction with other sounds. Thus 9 this transfer is usually in 

the direction from the native language to the foreign language. The 

retroflexion of the English nasals and laterals followed by the 

apicoalveolar stops that are realized as retroflex in Telugu is a good 

example of this phenomenon. This is the interaction of sound combina

tion. Not only the Telugu speaker can not easily pronounce the sounds

of English (or any other language, for that matter), he can not easily

hear language sounds other than those of his native language.
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The theory of transference in foreign language learning states 

that a listener will tend to reinterpret or hear those sounds which 

are not a part of his phonetic inventory in terms of his own language's 

phonetic system, and it is redundant features which form the basis upon 

which he reinterprets the foreign sound. Thus, in terms of loan words 

from English, redundancy rules apply and render us a Telugu phonologi

cal counterpart. Present study revolves around this theory.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

From the time Telugu speakers first contacted English speakers«, 

there has been a need to borrow English words to label the foreign 

novelties such as items of material culture, personal names, and social 

and religious organizations. In addition, it was prestigious for the 

educated people to use the English words; and monolinguals used the 

loanwords (the borrowed items) they heard from foreigners or educated 

local people.

Britishers came to India in the 16th century. The East India

Company was established in the year 1601. Major parts of India were

under British rule, directly or indirectly. By the end of the 18th 

century, English was used for administrative purposes and in courts 

and was taught in schools. In the Telugu-speaking area, Urdu was the 

official language, but English was also taught in schools. English 

borrowings have been adapted to fit the phonological system of Telegu.

To my knowledge no work has heretofore been done on the

phonologic structure of English loanwords in Telugu. The present 

study, which deals with this subject, was prompted by the observed 

differences in treatment of words borrowed from Hindi-Urdu and those 

from English. Whereas a comparative treatment of these borrowings 

would be most desirable, I found the field sufficiently unworked that 

individual language studies would first have to be done. Accordingly,



this study is limited to English loans. It is not a comprehensive 

study of the phonological effects of borrowing, but simply an attempt 

to explain how English sounds become reinterpreted when words contain

ing them are borrowed into Telugu. To accomplish this I will make use 

of the feature system of Chomsky and Halle (1968)? which has been 

slightly modified for the purpose of this study,but I am not attempting 

a description of the phonology of English. I will start with what 

Telugu, speakers are actually exposed to, the surface phonetic sounds 

of English. But it will be necessary to construct a system of rules 

for Telugu, as well as a system of adaptation rules for the English 

loans. I will also be paying particular attention to the redundancy 

rules of Telugu in order to determine their exact role in the reinter

pretation of English sounds.

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 

offers a set of rules that provide as complete a description of Telugu 

phonology as will be required for purposes of this study. Chapter 3 

deals with the boundary rules and the various phenomena of internal and 

external sandhi. Chapter 4 discusses the English loanwords and the 

evidence they provide for various rules of Telugu phonology, both 

general rules and specific loanword adaptation rules. Chapter 5 con

tains a summary and my conclusions. The appendices provide a full set 

of ordered rules and some sample derivations, and a loanword index.

The following abbreviations will be used throughout the text: 

ant anterior

cons consonantal

cont continuant
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cor

nas

RGR

son

strid

syll

voi

coronal

nasal

regressive glottal restriction

sonorant

strident

syllabic

voice



CHAPTER 2

TELUGU PHONOLOGY

Telugu is the language spoken in Andhra Pradesh, India, by 

approximately forty million people. This is one of the four major 

languages of the Dravidian family (the others being Tamil, Kannada, and 

Malayalam), which is the fifth or sixth largest family in the world. 

Telugu is second only to Hindi-Urdu in number of speakers in India.

Telugu has the following inventory of consonants and vowels:

1. Consonants

p ph t th*̂  t th c ch k kh

b bh d dh d dh j j h g gh h

s s s

n n

1 I
r

w y

2. Vowels'

Telugu has ten underlying vowels— a set of short vowels and a 

set of long vowels:

i u ii uu

e o ee oo

a aa

4



follow:

A few examples showing the contrasts of the different sounds

/iga/'now'

/iiga/'fly'

/uri/?nooseT 

/uuri/’having come out?

/ela/'how*

/eela/'cardamom*

/adi/vthat*

/aadi/* first, primary*

/godawa/* trouble * 

/gooda/*wall*

/taata/* grandfather*

/daata/* philanthropist *

/paata/*old*

/paata/* song*

/baata/*path*

/maata/* talk*

/ amma/ * mother*

/anna/*elder brother

/kala/* dream*

/kala/* art’

/waani/*his *

/waani/* t ongue *

/akka/*elder sister*

/atta/* aunt^ mother-in-law* 

/atta/’card board*

/kallu/’palm tree wine* 

/kallu/* eyes *

/gullu/* temples *

/guullu/’nests *

/guddu/’punch*

/guddu/’egg*

/lekka/*account*

/rekka/* arm*

/pathyamu/* diet *

/tathyamu/* fact *

/katha/*story*

/arthamu/ * meaning *
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/appa/TgoocT 

/ awwa/1 midwife1
/ardha/’halfT

/seesamu/1 remainingT

Aspirates and unaspirates freely vary, especially in the 

bilabial, retroflex, palatal, and velar series (Krishnamurti, 1956, 

p. 5) ^ In fact, a large amount of borrowing from Indo-Aryan intro

duced aspirated stops in Old Telugu:

Sanskrit

bharam

phalitam

dhakka

megham

Telugu 

/bhaaramu 

/phalitamu/ 

/dhakka/ 

/meeghamu/

English 

’load, weight’

’consequence’

’a musical instrument’ 

’cloud’

These words are also pronounced as [baarawu], [palitawu], 

[dakka], and [meegawu], respectively. A rule is needed that explains 

this phenomenon.

Rule 1. Deaspiration (optional)

+ cons 

- cont 

+ cor 

+ ant

- RGR



According to this rule, all the aspirated (true) consonants, 

except dental, become unaspirated.

/n/ has four variants: a dental nasal before dental stops; a

palatal nasal before palatals; a velar nasal before velar stops; and 

an alveolar variant elsewhere, /c/ and /j/ have two variants each:

[c] and [j], respectively, before front vowels; and [c] and [j ] before 

back vowels. Here are some examples:

/cettu/

/cinna/ 

/eiira/ 

/call/ 

/waccuta/ 

/cukka/

/cuucuta/ 

/coppa/ 

/jinka/

/jannu/ 

/jambu/ 

/jonna/

/junnu/ 

/jirra/

/j eggu/

/nanju/

/mancaum/

cettu]

cinna]

ciira]

call]

waccuta]

cukka]

cuucuta]

coppa]

jinka]

jannu]

jambu]

j onna]

junnu]

Jirra]

jeggu]

nanju]

mancamu], [mancawu]

tree1

small9 little1

sari1

cold1

to come1

star1

to see1

fodder1

deer1

jute1

a leveling plough1 

Indian corn1 

cottage cheese1 

an insect1 

a small drum1 

phlegm1 

cot1
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In Telugus palatalization is common. For example5 

[paddhenimidi] *18* and [padyemu] ’stanza’ optionally become 

[pajjheniwidi] and [pajjewu]9 respectively. The alveolars are assumed 

to become alveopalatals rather than the other way around:

Rule 2 0 Palatalization:

+ cons 

+ cor 

+ strid

Single /m/ has a nasalized bilabial frictionless variant [w] 

intervocalically a

/maamsamu/

/gurramu/

/maama/

/paamu/

/simhamu/

tnd before /s, h/:

[maaws awu], [maams amu] 

[gurramu], [gurrawu] 

[maama]5 [maatfa] 

[paamu]? [paa#u] 

[si#ha#u]

’meat’

’horse’

’maternal uncle’ 

’snake’

’lion’

back

Elsewhere /m/ is a bilabial nasal. The following rule is 

needed to explain the phonological change discussed above.
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Rule 3: Nasalized glide formation

ant
cor

cons
+ nas

+ back

+ cons
(h = in Telugu)

+ voi

+ syll

+ cons 

+ ant 

+ cor 

+ cont

4- cons

- high

- low 

4- voi 

4- cont

4- syll

7d/ has two variants: [d] word initially, following a nasal and in

gemination [dd] and retroflex flap [r] elsewhere:

/pandu/ -> [pandu] 1 fruitT

/mondi/ -> [mondi] ’ crookedT

/dabbu/ -> [dabbu] 'money'

/gadda/ -> [gadda] 'mound'

/udta/ -> [urta] 'squirrel

/atadu/ -> [ataru] 'he'
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To explain this phonological change, the needed rule is as

follows:

Rule 4. Flapping:

+ cons 

+ cor 

+ voice 

- ant

+ flap

+ son

+ syll

+ syll

+ syll

+ obstr

+ cor

- ant 
+ voice

That is, /d/ becomes [r] between two vowels and when not fol

lowed by [d], elsewhere it is [d]• /n/, as stated above, is realized

as an alveolar. It becomes dental before dental stops, velar before 

velar stops and palatal before alveopalatals (i.e., [c] and [j ]):

/waana/ 

/neenu/ 

/kanki/ 

/pandi/ 

/pance/ 

/ganji/

[waana]

[neenu]

[kanki]

[pandi]

[pance]

[gahji]

rain

maize

'pig'

? turban’

’rice water’

The assimilation rule that is needed here is given as follows:
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Rule 5. Nasal assimilation:

+ nas

+ cons
a ant

a ant .
cor

cor

The vacuous application of this rule to the retroflex nasal will 

not cause any irregularity in the phonological system of Telugu.

/w/ is a bilabial frictionless continuant everywhere except in 

gemination, where it is a labiodental fricative [v]:

/awwa/ 

/kowwu/ 

/baawa/ 

/waagu/

[avva]

[kovvu]

[baawa]

[waagu]

TmidwifeT 

' fat ’

Tbrother-in-law1

The following rule explains this change: 

Rule 6. Spirantization:

- back
voc

+ cons
cor

+ ant
ant

+ strid

(w -> v / before or after w)

voc
cor

ant

voc
cor

ant
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In Telugu /r/ is an alveolar trill [r] in gemination; elsewhere 

an alveolar single flap [r]:

voc
[+ cont ]cons

- lateral

(r -> r V before or after r)

r
- voc 

+ cons

- lateral

- voc 

+ cons

- lateral

Examples:

/paara/

/raai/

/gurramu/

/karra/

[paara]

[raai], [raayi]

[gurrawu]

[karra]

T shovelT 

1 stone* 

’horse*

* stick*

Telugu never allows a consonant in the final position of a

word.^

Word initial front vowels and non-low back vowels are option

ally preceded by their homorganic glides. Here are a few examples:

/ ewaru/ [ewaru], [yewaru] ’who*

/ eemi/ [eemi], [yeemi] ’what *

/ uuru/ -> [uuru], [wuuru] ’village*
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/ikkada/ 

/okati/

[ikkara], [yikkara] 'here* 

[okati] <> [wokati] one

The following rule explains this Dravidian phenomenon: 

Rule 8. Prevocalic glide formation (optional):

- syll 7 + syll

0 -> - cons /  # - - low

a back /  .
ot back

Notice that the feature [- low] is .included to exclude /a/ and

/aa/ ,

When /a/ or /aa/ is followed by an unlike vowel, glides are 

inserted optionally:

/ aau/

/aaina/ 

/aunu/ 

/aite/

[aau], [aawu] 

[aaina], [aayina] 

[aunu], [awunu] 

[aite], [ayite]

'he'

'yes'

This glide insertion rule is given as follows: 

Rule 9, Glide insertion (optional):

0 ->
- syll

cons

back

+ syll + syll

+ low a back
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In Telugu [yaa] that comes from underlying /iaa/ is optionally 

realized as [ae]:

above:

/wandi-aa-ru/ •> [wandyaaru], [wandaeru] ’ they cooked*

/wacci-aa-ru/ [waccyaaru] ? [waccaeru] T they came*

/ammi-aa-ru/ [ammyaaru] ? [ammaeru] 1 they sold*

/taatiaaku/ -> [taatyaaku], [taataeku] 'palm tree leaf*

The following rule describes the phonological change mentioned
4

Rule 10. [yaa] formation (optional):

SD: [y] [aa]
1 2 1 + 0

SC: [0] [- back] 2 -> 2
1 2

Numerous examples of phonological changes in vowels and conso-
5nants are found in the plural forms of Telugu nouns. A closer exami

nation of these forms provides insight into the phonological structure 

of the language itself.  ̂ Telugu nominals fall into seven classes on 

the basis of how they form their plurals. All of the seven classes are 

given below:

Class A. Suffix - lu

Singular Plural Gloss

[sutte] [suttelu] 'hammer*

[wraata] [wraatalu] 'writing*



[maata] [maatalu] Ttalk1

[gudda] [guddalu] 1 cloth piece1

[katte] [kattelu] V o o d 1

[kala] [kalalu] 1 dream1

[balla] [ballalu] 1wooden cot1

Class B. u of nominal stem retained

[guddu] [guddulu] ?blowT

[ceppu] [ceppulu] 1sandal1

[weeru] [weerulu] 1root1

[tannu] [tannulu] 1kick1

[kommu] [kommulu] 1horn1

[peeru] [peerulu] 1name1

Class C, Loss of final u 9 i, and consonant assimilation;

[guri] [gullu] 1 temple1

[guuru] [guullu] 1nest1

[gundu] [gullu] 1 clean shaven (head)1,
1rock1

[waakili] [waakillu] Courtyard1

[pundu] [pullu] 1boil1

[kannu] [kallu] ’eye1

[kaalu] [kaallu] ’leg1

[bandi] [ballu] ’cart1

[illu] [illu] 1 house1

[nooru] [nollu] 1mouth1

[gooru] [gollu] 1nail1



[uuru] [uullu]

[nuuru] [nuullu]

[pantulu] [pantullu]

[rookali] [rookallu]

Class Do Final u, i of nominal stem lost 

[kuttu] [kutlu]

[cettu] [cetlu]

[guddu] [gudlu]

[reddi] [redlu]

[ottu] [otlu]

[naatu] [naatlu]

Class E, Nominals ending in vowel + m + u 

[gurramu] [gurraalu]

[pustakamu] . [pustakaalu]

[paathamu] [paathaalu]

[gruhamu] [gruhaalu]

Class Fe Final i becomes u

[katti] [kattulu]

[pandi] [pandulu]

[noppi] [noppulu]

[gadi] [gadulu]

[pani] [panulu]

[puli] [pululu]

'village*

'hundred'

'teacher'

'grinding stick'

'sewing'

'tree'

'egg'

'a person of a 
particular caste'

'swear'

'rice seedling'

'horse'

'book'

'lesson'

'house'

'sword'

'pig'

'pain'

'stage'

'work'

'lion'
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[mati] [matulu] ’brain1

[suudi] [suudulu] ’needle’

[daari] [daarulu] ’door’

[nalli] [nallulu] ’a bed bug1

[banti] [bantulu] ’an agricultural term’

Class G. Underlying final long vowel

[gundi] [gundiilu] ’button’

[ceddi] [ceddiilu] ’underwear’

[laddu] [ladduulu] ’sweat ball’

However9 within the framework of generative phonology, it is 

possible to handle all the above classes without setting up morphologi

cal classes at all. Different underlying representations of the stems 

can account for the allomorphy in all nouns by general phonological 

rules. These classes are only surface classes.

Class A. Stems ending in vowels a or e form their plural by 

adding - lu:

//sutte// //katte// //kala// //paata// etc.

Class B. This is the most general class. Stems ending in under

lying nonretroflex geminate clusters followed by u or ending in a 

single nonretroflex consonant followed by u:

//ceppu// //guddu// //peeru// //laagu//

//pannu// //kommu// etc.
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Class C. Stems ending in underlying retroflex consonant -f u or i: 

//pandu// //pannu// //illu// //gooru//

//kaalu// 7/gudi// etc.

Class D. Stems ending in geminate retroflex clusters + u or + i

or single voiceless retroflex + u:

//cettu// //naatu// //guddu// //ottu//

//reddi// //kuttu// etc.

Class E. Stems ending in an underlying m not followed by a vowel:

//pustakam// //gurram// //paatham// etc.

Class F. Stems ending in a single or double nonretroflex consonant

Class Go Stems ending in underlying long vowels:

//gundii// //ceddii// //ladduu// etc.

Class A and B nominals form their plurals by adding the 

suffix - lu to the singular forms. Nominals in Classes C and D lose 

their final high vowel. The rule is:

//kaaki// //katti// //gadi// //nalli// etc.

Rule 11. High vowel deletion:

+ syll

+ high -> 0

- long

+ cons

+ cor

ant

lu #
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Short i and u elide before plural suffix - lu when preceded by 

a retroflex consonant»

The forms in Class C suggest a couple of assimilation rules 

that are given below.

Rule 12. Consonant assimilation:

I. Progressive

(i)

SD:

+ cons 

+ cor 

+ ant

+ cons 

+ cor 

- and

+ syll 

+ high

SC: 1 -> 1

2 + 1

3 + 3

A retroflex consonant preceded by a nonretroflex consonant and 

followed by final u or i becomes nonretroflex:

pannu

pannu (rule 12 1(1)) (singular)

illu

illu (rule 12 l(i)) (singular)
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(ii)

+ cons 

+ cor 

+ lateral 

- long

+ ant
+ syll 

+ high

A single retroflex lateral becomes nonretroflex when 

by a final u or i:

kaalu

kaalu

waakili

waakili

(rule 12 I(ii)) (singular)

(rule 12 I (ii)) (singular)

(iii)

+ cons 

+ cor 

4- lateral

— ant

4- cons 

+ cor

- an t

- tense 

+ voi

followed

■+ syll 

+ high f 

+ back

1 of plural — lu becomes 1 when preceded by a nongeminated 

voiced retroflex consonant.
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II <, Regressive

SD:
+ cons 

+ voi

+ cons 

+ cor 

- ant 

lateral

+ syll 

+ high 

+ back

SC: 1 + 2

2 +  2

3 + 3

This means that a voiced retroflex consonant gets assimilated 

to the following retroflex lateral of the plural suffix.

It is interesting to notice that the assimilation in Rule,12 

I(iii) is of place of articulation and the assimilation in Rule 12 II 

is of manner of articulation.

The derivation of plural forms in Class C proceeds as follows:

gudi + lu

gud + lu (Rule 11)

gud + lu (Rule 121(iii))

gullu (Rule 12 II)

kaalu + lu

kaal + lu (Rule 11)

kaallu (Rule 12 T(iii))

But the forms given below are different from the examples 

derived above. >
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pundu

illu

pullu

illu pannu Pallu

These forms suggest a rule of cluster simplification.

Rule 13. Cluster simplification:

SD: [ + cons ] [ + cons ] [ + cons ]

1 2 3

SC: 1 -> 0

2 - >  2 

3 ^ 3

if 1 and 2 or 2 and 3 are 
similar

pullu;

023

condition:

Cpunllu -+
123

cettlu ' -> cetlu)

123 023

pundu + lu

pund + lu (Rule 11)

pund + lu (Rule 11 1(111))

punl + lu (Rule 12 II)

pullu (Rule 13)

In rule 12 1(111) the feature [-tense] is needed as gemination 

of retroflex consonants block the assimilation of Class D forms. The 

cluster simplification rule cannot occur before the consonant assimila

tion rule g so these rules will be ordered accordingly.
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illu + lu

ill + lu (Rule 11)

ill + lu (Rule 12 I(iii))

illu (Rule 13)

pannu + lu

pann + lu (Rule 11)

pann + lu (Rule 12 I (iii))

panllu (Rule 12 II)

pallu (Rule 13)

In plural formation, r behaves like a retroflex consonant when 

it occurs between two non-low back vowels, therefore the following rule:

Rule 14c Retroflexion I:

+ cons 

+ cor 

+ ant 

+ flap

+ syll

+ back

low

+ syll 

+ back 

- low

- lu #

This rule must apply to such forms as gooru, nooru immediately 

so that Rule 11 (to drop u) can be applied. This rule must precede 

Rule 11 in the order.

gooru + lu (Rule 14) 

gdor + lu (Rule 11) 

goor + lu (Rule 12 I(ill)) 

goollu (Rule 2 II)

When r does not occur between two non-low back vowels, these 

rules (i.e., retroflexion, high vowel deletion, and consonant
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assimilation rules) will not apply. Rule 14 is the feeding rule for 

Rules 119 12, and 13, Examples from Glass B follow

weeru + lu

weerulu (vowel assimilation to be explained later)

daari + lu

daarulu

As stated above, the feature [- tense] in Rule 12 I(iii) pre

vents the consonant assimilation from applying, otherwise we would end

up with * gullu instead of gudlu in Class D.

Derivation of forms in Class D follows:

cettu + lu naatu 4- lu

cett + lu (Rule 11) naat + lu (Rule 11)

cetlu (Rule 13) naatlu

guddu + lu

gudd + lu (Rule 11)

gudlu (Rule 13)

Notice that Rule 12 I(iii) can not apply to the forms naat + lu 

(and cett '+. lu) as the feature + voi is included there (this prevents 

1 from becoming 1), The forms in Class E suggest the following rules:
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Rule 15. Vowel epenthesis:

0

+ syll

[ + cons+ high

+ back

- #

That is, u is added to the final consonant in Telugu. Because 

Telegu does not allow a final consonant, a vowel is added to the word

that ends in a consonant in its underlying representation (this peda

gogical vowel will be / u / ).

Rule 16. Vowel, lengthening and m deletion:

SD: [ + syll ] [ m ] [ - lu # ]

1 - 2 3

SC: [ + long ] [ 0 ] [ lu # ]

i

2 0

3 + 3

The vowel preceding m followed by the plural suffix lu is 

lengthened and-m is deleted.

Derivation for the forms in Class E follows:

pustakam

pustakamu (Rule 15) (singular)
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pustakam + lu

pustakaalu (Rule 16)

It is interesting to notice that in Telugu u is added to the 

borrowings which have a consonant in final position.^ A Telugu speaker

may say pustakamulu, gruhamulu like paamulu in Class B. Different 

underlying forms give different plurals. Telugu has two plural forms 

for the word eddu ?oxT eddulu and edlu. Eddu - eddulu belongs to Class 

B. Edlu comes from underlying * eddu (or Class D) that never occurs. 

The plural of laddu is [ladduulu] (Class G //ladduu//) and [ladlu] 

(Class D +- //laddu//). The plural of ceyyi 1 hand1 is [cetulu] which 

comes from underlying //ceti// which is an oblique form (and also 

occurs in compounds like [cetipani] 1 handworkT). Similarly, the plural 

form of nuyyi 'well* is nuutulu, which comes from underlying form nuuti, 

an oblique form. Both these forms (cetulu, nuutulu) belong to Class F. 

[Gurramu] ’horse1 is a Telugu word like [paamu] 1 snake1 (of class B), 

but it is reinterpreted as a foreign (Sanskrit-Indo-Aryan) word and is 

treated like other Sanskrit words such as pustakam, paatham. The forms 

in Class F suggest the following rule:

Rule 17. Vowel assimilation:

+ high [- bac - lu #

+ syll

- long
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A short i gets assimilated to the u of lu (i.e., becomes u) 

followed by lu //.

kaaki 4- lu  ̂ puli -I- lu

kaakulu (Rule 17) pululu (Rule 17)

katti + lu ceti + lu

kattulu (Rule 17) cetulu (Rule 17)

nalli 4- lu 

nallulu (Rule 17)

As the rule is stated in its most general form, it could apply 

to Class C and D forms and give the incorrect forms (gudi ->) * gudulu, 

reddi -») * reddulu, but this problem is handled by the proper ordering 

of the rules. Rule 11 will also apply before Rule 17. Once Rule 11 

applies (i.e., is deleted). Rule 17 automatically will not apply.

Forms in Class G have a long vowel in the plural and a short 

vowel in the singular. The assumption is that the underlying forms in 

this class have a long vowel in the "final position, and that vowel 

becomes short by the following rule:

Rule 18. Vowel shortening:

[4- syll] -> [-long]

This means that a long vowel becomes short in the final posi

tion. Telugu does not allow a long vowel in the final position. In

all the borrowing from Sanskrit, Urdu, and other Indian languages that 

have long vowels in the final position Telugu has short vowels in the
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final position, but the length is preserved in the plural forms. For 

example:,

Sanskrit strii Telugu stri ?woman1 

striilu (plural)

The underlying forms of each nominal in Class G is assumed to 

have a long vowel in the final position.

gundii

gundi (Rule 18) singular)

gundiilu (plural)

Notice that no rule can apply here and bring any change in the 

plural forms.^

According to Chomsky and Halle (1968) and Selkirk (1974), the 

boundary # is automatically inserted at the beginning and end of every 

string dominated by a major category, i.e., by one of the lexical cate

gories "noun," "verb," "adjective," or by a category such as "sentence," 

"noun phrase," "verb phrase," which dominates a lexical category. Fur

thermore, the "superfluous" word boundaries are deleted by another 

convention. As a result of the conventions proposed by Chomsky and 

Halle and revised by Selkirk, no more than two word boundaries are ever 

found in sequence in a sentence. According to these conventions, the 

distinction # versus ## is adequate to the needs of phrase phonology 

of any language. Two work boundaries always appear between two lexical 

items. These predictions are borne out in Telugu, as illustrated by 

the following examples:
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bandi 4- undi 

band! t  ikkada 

bandi + ekkada 

bandi + akkada 

bandi + okati 

paadi + undi

bandyundi

bandikkada

bandyekkada

bandyakkada

bandyokati

baadyundi

there is (a) cart1 

the cart (is) here1 

where (is) (the) cart1 

there (is) (the) cart1 

one cart1 (a)

there is (a) dairy product1

The external sandhi that takes place in the examples above is 

explained as follows:

i# + #e ye (i# y/ - #e) ; i# + #u yu;

i# + #o yo; ±if + #a ya, but i# + #i -> i.

Here is the rule:

Rule 19. Glide formation (optional):

- cons 

+ high

- back

[- syll] # //

+ syll

+ high 

- back

It means that i before a word boundary becomes y followed by a 

word boundary which precedes an unlike vowel (i.e., any vowel other 

than /i/ and /ii/). Notice that the second word in the sequence in 

each example could be optionally preceded by a glide in which case this 

rule will not apply (i.e., band, wundi, bandiyekkada). Example 2 sug

gests a different rule that will be given after some more examples 

involving other vowels in final position are discussed.
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banda + undi ->• bandundi f there is a stone’ 

banda wundi

pandu +• undi -> pandundi v there is a fruit?

pandu + ekkada -> pandekkada 'where (is) the fruit?'

pandu + ikkada -> pandikkada 'here (is) the fruit'

pandu + akkada ->■ pandakka^a 'fruit (is) there'

pandu + okati -> pandokati 'one fruit'

sutte + ekkada -> suttekkada 'where (is) the hammer?

sutte + ikkada -> suttikkada 'hammer (is) here'

sutte + akkada -> suttakkada 'hammer (is) there'

sutte + undi -> suttundi 'there is hammer'

sutte + okati -> suttokkati 'one hammer'

suudi + ikkada -> suudikkada 'the needle (is) here'

The rule for the above sandhi is given here.

Rule 20. Vowel elision (optional):

[+ syll] -> 0y/ - # # [+ syll]

This rule is given in its most general form, but the rule will 

precede it in order for glide formation of /i/. If that rule cannot 

apply, this rule will apply (i.e. , i -> 0 /-//// i) . Unlike the plural 

formation rules (word level rules), these rules involve two word bound

aries. These external sandhi rules apply widely and wildly in Telugu, 

especially in informal speech. As Kelley (1969, p. 386) pointed out, 

"The more informal the style, the more application of the rules."
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Within the word, the vowel of non-initial non-final syllable 

drops optionally if it is short i, u, or a, and if it is not preceded , 

or followed by a combination of consonants,

/pilici/ 

/kadupu/ 

/kadapa/ 

/telugu/

[pilici], [pilci] 

[karupu], [karpu] 

[karapa], [karpa] 

[telugu], [telgu]

?having called’ 

’stomach’

’threshold’ 

’Telugu’

Rule 21, Syncope (optional):

# (c) c v c ^ v c v # - ^  (c) C V C C V

Since this internal sandhi rule belongs to the informal speech, 

I prefer to list it after the formal rules in order of application.

This rule can apply to the nominals in plural after the formal rules 

have applied. And also in some cases this rule cannot apply before the 

application of the formal rules. In informal speech, panulu ’work’ 

(plural) (<- pani + lu) becomes panlu, maatalu becomes maatlu, daarulu 

becomes daarlu. The syncope rule can be applied only after the formal 

rule (i ->uu).

If the item is not marked for the application of any formal 

rules, this rule will apply immediately and the desired form derived:

kadapa karpu karpulu (Rule 21)

kadapa karpa karpalu (Rule 21)

[karpulu] (plural) [karpalu] (plural)
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Interestingly enough, this rule allows the formal rules to

reapply.

/ gooda + lu/ -> [goralu] * walls'
’ " v

Informal speech: 

godalu

godlu (Rule 21) 

godlu (Rule 12 I(iii)) 

gollu (Rule 12 II)

Some more examples for the syncope rule follow.

suudulu 'needles'

suudlu (Rule 21)

'lions'

'doors'

Notice that the syncope rule cannot apply to the forms such as 

nalli nallulu (-> * nallu * nallu) , sutte -> suttelu (-> * suttlu 

-> * sutlu) , pandi -> pandulu (-> * pandlu) , kaffe -> kaftelu (•> * kattlu

-> * katlu) , gurramu -> * gurrmu. The combination of consonants preced

ing the short vowel blocks the application of the syncope rule in

informal speech.

pululu

pullu (Rule 21) 

daarulu

daarlu (Rule 21)
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The following examples are worth studying:

kannu + niiru -> [kanniiru] 1 tears1

calla 1 coldT niillu *water*

but

[canniillu] ’coldwaterv (= naturally cold,
normal unheated water)

pacca 'yellow* jonna 'maize* 

but [pajjonna] 'yellow maize*

On the surface it appears as if these are sandhi examples. 

Actually, in each case the first item has a special (unique) lexical 

representation. The first two examples remind us. of the pairs 'black 

board* and 'blackboard.'



FOOTNOTES

lo Krishnamurti (1961) has not listed /th/ in his inventory» In 

his own standard speech he has /th/ merged with /dh/e True, there is 

a tendency to pronounce such words as /arthamu/ as /ardhamu/ but it is 

not true in all instances.

/arthasaastramu/ feconomics 1

/ardhasaastramu/ ’half knowledge1

/satyamu/ ’truth1

/tathyamu/ ’fact’

/pathyamu/ ’diet’

In the above examples /th/ is not merged with /dh/.

2. As a result of personal communication with Dr. R. P. Dixsit 

Department of Speech, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, I have 

used the feature RGR (restricted glottal release) instead of Chomsky 

and Halle’s (1968) feature ESP (heightened subglottal pressure).

3. Kelley (1969, p. 387) noted the occurrences of final /w/ and 

/y/s but they are from underlying /i/ and /u/, respectively.

4. Krishnamurti (1961, p. 5) has set up / ae / as a separate phoneme 

but he states (p. 213) that i-aa is morphophonemic spelling for phonome 

/~®7o

5o Jagannath (1971), I have made only a few changes.

6. Krishnamurti (1961), Kelley (1969) and Lisker (1963) have 

mentioned vocalic and consonantal sandhi and have given few examples 

but they have not given any ordered rules. Kelley (1969, p. 387) does

34



say "Although vocalic sandhi involving componential assimilation of 

post-junctural vowel is a widespread phenomenon, its operation can be 

described by a short list of partially ordered rules*11

7* /u/ may be added to the borrowings even if the form has a

vowel /u/ in the final position if the speaker considers it a borrowing. 

For example, the Sanskrit word jantu is borrowed in Telugu but /u/ is 

added to it and the form becomes jantuwu (with glide formation). 

Similarly, Sanskrit guru -> Telugu guruwu (guruwunu 7to the guru7).

8. The following forms cannot be explained in terms of the rules

raallu 7 stone7

pellillu 7marriage7

cellellu % 7younger sister7

I could think of only these three words that cannot be explained by the

rules given for plural formation.

I have posited:

raai

pelli

cell!



CHAPTER 3

BOUNDARIES; INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SANDHI 

Boundaries

Phonology is a system constituted by the relationships between 

the sounds of a speech idiom. Phonology is not divorced from grammar, 

and the output of the syntactic rules will contain a labelled bracketing 

relevant to the analysis of certain phonological segments. Associated 

with the bracketing are boundaries which serve to mark the domain within 

which phonological rules can apply. Such boundaries are relevant in 

linguistic analysis of permitted sound sequences in terms of phenomena 

such as assimilation, elision, metathesis, etc. Sound segments are 

influenced by their phonetic environment.

Boundaries play a very important part in the phonology of a 

language. Phonological rules are sensitive to boundaries in the 

application as well as the phonological segments.

According to Chomsky and Halle (1968), there are general, 

language universal principles for assigning the boundaries + and #.

They are very important in understanding the relationship between 

syntactic and phonological structure. The formative boundary (+) is 

viewed as being present in the lexicon. The boundary # is assigned 

according to the following principle from Chomsky and Halle (1968).

The boundary # is automatically inserted at the beginning and 

end of every string dominated by a major category, i.e., by one of the

36
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lexical categories "noun/1 "verb/1 "adjective/1 or by a category such 

as "sentence/1 "noun phrase/1 "verb phrase," which dominates a lexical 

categoryo Chomsky and Halle (1968) claimed that "there are language- 

specific rules governing the presence of Stanley (1973) observed

that the boundary # is not present in the lexicon at all but is assigned 

by a principle that refers to the surface structure and its labeling.

By universal principles of boundary assignment, # is associated 

with inflectional, not derivational affixes, and + is associated with 

derivational, not inflectional affixes. Unfortunately, only morpholog

ical phenomena from English have been investigated. The principles of 

boundary assignment must be tested against morphological description of 

other languages.

According to Chomsky and Halle (1968), boundary features do not

have universal phonetic correlates, except for the fact that the word

boundary may optionally be actualized as pauses. The most elementary

boundary is the formative boundary which can be symbolized by the plus

sign. Any rule in which the presence of formative boundary (+) is not

explicitly indicated applies also to strings containing any number of

formative boundaries. In a sequence w#]#]2 or w[#[#2, where y#s1, delete
xy y x

the inner word boundary. As a result of this operation of boundary 

features,, no more than two word boundaries are ever formed in a sen

tence. This convention thus embodies the claim that the distinction 

# vs. ## is adequate to the needs of the phrase phonology of any langu

age. ' It also makes, a claim that no language needs to make appeal to the 

sequences ###, IHHHt} . . .  . Between two lexical items, two word bound

aries always appear; but between a non-lexical item there is only a
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single #„ These predictions made by Chomsky and Halle (1968) are borne 

out in Telugu<, It is always possible to apply the phonological rules 

starting with the smaller boundaries, but nevertheless, no more than two 

boundaries (i.e., #, and #//) in a sequence in a sentence are needed. 

There may be language-specific rules governing the presence of #, 

though.

Stanley (1973) observed that phonological segments behave dif

ferently at morphological and syntactic boundaries from the way they 

behave when no boundaries are present. The examples "nitrate," "nye- 

trait," "night rate," have three different phonetic realizations of t 

depending on whether t is next to no boundary, after a boundary, or 

before a boundary (even though t is in the same segmental environment, 

i.e., ay - r) in each case.

Let us take some examples from Sanskrit, Hindi, and Telugu:

Sanskrit:

1kambalavantam na badhate sitah!

I. # kam //# balavantam ## na ## badhate ## sitah #

?Which strong man the cold doesnTt bother?1 (question)

II. # kambalavantam ## na #// badhate //// sitah //

’The cold doesn’t bother the one with a blanket.’ (answer)

’kasltalavahini gaQga’

I. "ka //// sltalavahini //// gaQga //

’Where is the Ganges (river, water) cold?’ (question)

II. //kasltalavahini //// gaQga //

’Ganges (river, water) (is cold), near Kashi (Benaras)’ 

(answer).

1.

2.
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Hindi:

1. ’roko mat jane do *

I. # roko ## mat jane do #

'stop (him, her, etc.), don't let (him, her, etc.) go.'

II. // roko mat ## jane do #

'don't stop, let (him, her, etc.) go.'

2. 'ladka na ladke' ladkl

I. # ladka na ## ## ladkl #

'neither boy, nor girl'

II. # ladka na ## ladkl #

'boy, not girl'

III. # ladka na ## ladkl #

'girl, not boy'

3. ajao •

I. # ajao //

'come along!'

II. #aj ## ao #

'come today'

Telugu:

1. 'kukkanistawa'

I. # kukkanu ## istawa #

'will you give me the dog?'

II. # kukkani ## istawa #

'will you let me hit you on the head?'



2. f Pettanistawaf.

I. # Pettanu ## istawa #

vwill you give me the bird?1

II. # Pettani ## istawa #

7will you let me put (it) in? 7

(= 7will you let me make love to you?7)

3. 7Telisi teliyanattuga matladtunnadu7

I. // telisi ## teliyanattuga matladtunnadu #

7He knows (the subject), but he is talking as if he doesn7t 

know7

II. # telisiteli y anattuga ## matladtunnadu #

7he doesnlt know what he is talking (about) (i.e., he 

is confused)7

American structuralists postulated two or three ^junctures77 for 

use in phonemic representations to handle such phenomena. The treatment 

of generative phenologists of boundary phenomena is almost similar in 

the sense that various boundary elements appear in underlying phonolog

ical representations between morphemes, between words, between phrases, 

and so forth. The phonological rules are sensitive to the presence of 

these boundaries and can affect a segment differently depending on what 

boundaries are in its environment. Thus, the ultimate output of the 

phonological rules, phonetic representations, indirectly reflects the 

presence of the underlying boundaries.

Phonological rules make use of the phonological boundaries 
present in the representation to which they apply, but the 
rules do not insert or delete them. After all the phonological
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rules have applied5 a general convention deletes all traces of 
boundaries. Phonological rules utilize boundaries, they do not 
add or delete them (Stanley, 1973, p. 19).

But, whereas structuralists attempt to work out the phonology 

before moving to morphology and syntax, generativists claim that the 

boundaries present in underlying representations are determined by syn

tactic and morphological considerations. Actually, they have let the 

boundaries be determined by the full surface structure of the sentence - 

(Stanley, 1973).

Stanley further observed that not all boundaries have the same 

type of phonological effect on surrounding segments. A particular rule 

may apply in general, except when blocked by a stronger boundary (it 

may apply across all weaker boundaries). A certain rule may apply only 

when a particular boundary type is present. It also has been observed 

that any language-particular rule that moves or deletes constituents 

leaves a special boundary symbol at the site of the missing constituent, 

and particular phonological rules may be blocked by the presence of this 

boundary. For example, in Sanskrit, the sandhi form of vane (loc. sq. 

of vana ?jungle7) + iha 7here7 is vana iha. No further sandhi is 

applied here, though we expect a + i to become e (i.e., 7gunated7) as 

the stronger boundary (i.e., ## vana ## iha ##) blocks any further 

sandhi operation. Similarly: 7 sas agatah7 7he came sa agatah7 (no

dlrgha sandhi, i.e., a + a -> a* #// sa ## agatah //#).

In Telugu, the plural form for gooda 7wall7 is goodalu; but in 

informal Telugu it is goollu (<- godlu godalu; i.e., syncope rule.

Rule 21, Chapter 2) after we reapply the retroflexion rule (Rule 12 

Il(iii), Chapter 2), but the plural form of laddu in informal Telugu
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remains ladlu (•<- ladduulu) and does not become *lallu as there is a 

stronger boundary in the latter case (i.e., ## lad ## lu //# as lad is 

from underlying geminated form ladd -).

As mentioned in Chapter 2, "the more informal the style, the 

more application of the rules." Selkirk (1974, p. 177) also observed 

that "in colloquial or faster speech the external sandhi rules may 

operate more frequently." There are two different factors for the 

increase in this frequency. First, the speaker may be making more use 

of the rule or rules; and secondly, the domain of the rule might be 

extended from __#C to __##C or __##C to __## and so on. In other words, in 

faster speech the rules may reach across the double word boundary.

This is clearly observed in assimilation in informal speech in Telugu.

Internal and External Sandhi: Panini as a Model

Internal Sandhi

Internal sandhi operates where suffixes are joined to roots or

to other suffixes; also where an item occurs in absolute final position.

Examples

a + aslt (aorist of root an 1 to be*, -> aslt ?he was1 

u + ucus (perfect of vac * to speak*) ucus ’ they spoke*

i + i+ atus (perfect of * i* * to go* -> lyatus * they went*

Rule: The succession of like simple vowels is replaced by one

morphophoneme, the corresponding long vowel (Panini 6.1.101).

bhava + i + t bhavet ’he , she, it would be*
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Rule: The succession of a or a followed by an unlike simple vowel is

replaced by the guna of the second vowel (Panini 6.1.87).

deva + au devau Ttwo Gods*

Rule: The succession of a or a followed by a dipthong is replaced by

one morphophoneme9 the corresponding long dipthong (Panini 6.1.88).

harant * carrying* (present ppl of hr/har) + s (nom. sg.) haran

vidvan ’scholar + s (nom. sq.) vidvan

Rule: All but the first consonant of a final consonant cluster disap

pears at the end of a word (Panini. 7.2.3). [+ cons] -><()/- [+ cons] #

gach + a + ti -* gacchati *he goes*

ich + a + ti'-> icchati *he desires’

Rule: Medial ch is replaced by cch (Panini 7.3.77).

vas + sya + ti -* vatsyati ’he will dwell*

Rule: In certain forms, s before s is replaced by t (Panini 2.4.49).

rame + su ->• ramesu (loc. plural of rama)

nadl + su -* nadisu * in the rivers *

pahca 4- su -> pancasu * among five* 

kanya + su -> kanyasu ’among girls’

hari -> su -> harisu, bhanu 4- su -> bhanusu, pitr 4- su -> pitrsu 

(loc. plural)

Rule: s of the locative plural suffix becomes s after any vowel except

short and long a (Panini 8.3.59).

sas 4- dhi -> sadhi ’teach!’

Rule: S'before dh becomes zero (Panini 6.4.35).



han + anti -> ghnanti 1 they slay1 

ja + gam + us -> jagmus 1 they went1 

ca + khan + us ^ cakhnus 1 they dug1 

Rule I: a of the roots han, gam, and khan disappears followed by a 

vowel (Panini 6.4.98).

Rule II: h in the root is replaced by gh, when the vowel of the root

disappears (Panini 7.3.54). (Notice the crucial ordering.)

rama + nam ->• ramanam (gen. plural of rama)

brahman + ya brahmanya 1 pious1 

rama + n -> raman (acc. plural of rama)

.Rule I: n, when preceded anywhere in the same word by r, s, r, or r

with no intervening palatal, retroflex or dental consonant and at the 

same time followed immediately by a vowel, semivowel or nasal, becomes

n (Panini 8.4.1 and 8.4.2).

Rule II: raman - n does not become n in the final position (exception

Panini 8.4.37).

yunj + mas -> yunjmas Twe join1

yun + gdhi -> yuQgdhi 1 join! 1

Rule: a nasal before a stop is replaced by the nasal hormorganic with

the stop (Panini 8.4.58).

agni + s -> agnih 1fire1 

punar punah 1 again1 

Rule: s and r final in a word are replaced by visarga (Panini 8.3.15)



External Sandhi

External sandhi operates at the juncture of words in phrases and 

in between members of a compound; also operates after declension stems 

before declensional suffixes beginning with bh and s , and often before 

secondary derivative suffixes.

Words are put into sentences and stems into compounds starting 

from the forms they have in absolute final position, i.e., after com

pletion of the internal sandhi operations.

Examples

deva //# -aisvaryam devaisvaryam TGodTs prosperity1

up a //# eti upaiti 'he, she, comes near’

kupa ## ogha kupaugha ’lot of wells’

rama ## audaryam ramaudaryam ’Rama’s simplicity’

Rule: The succession of a or a-followed by a dipthong is replaced by

one morphophoneme, the corresponding long dipthong (Panini 6.1.88).

gaQga // C^°^e # udakam gazgodakam ’ the Ganges water’

brahma //# rsi -> brahmarsi ’a sage who is a priest’ 

maha //# rsi -> maharsi ’a great sage’ 

up a ## indra -> upendra ’Lord Visnu’

Rule: The succession of a or a followed by an unlike simple vowel is

replaced by the guna of the second vowel (same as in internal sandhi, 

Panini 6.1.77).
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raja ## asti -> rajasti T (he) is a king’ 

kari ## iha -> karlha ’ elephant here1 

bhanu ## udaya •> bhanudaya ’sunrise1 

pitr ## rnam -> pitrnam ’ancestral loan’

Rule: Same as in internal sandhi (Panini 6.1.101).

dadhi #// atra -> dadhyatra ’yogurt here’ 

madhu ## atra -> madhvatra ’honey here’ 

iti ## uktam -> ityuktam ’thus it is said’ 

manu ## adi -> manwadi ’manu etc. ’

sudhi ## upasyah -> sudhyupasyah ’a wise man is to be respected’ 

Rule: A simple vowel before unlike vowel is replaced by the correspond

ing semivowel (Panini 6.1.77).

hare ## ava hareva ’0 Lord! protect me’ 

visno ## ava visnova ’o Visnu, protect me ’

Rule: After a short diphthong initial a becomes zero (Panini 6.1.109).

vane ## iha -> van a iha ’in the forest here’ 

te #// eva -> ta eva ’only they’ 

te ## ucuh -> ta ucuh ’they said’ 

te ## agatah -> ta agatah ’they came’

Rule: e before any vowel other than a becomes a (Panini 6.1.78 and

3.8.19).

tasmai #// adut tasma adat ’he gave to him’

Rule: ai before any vowel is replaced by a (Panini 6.1.78 and 8.3.19).
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Notice no further sandhi rules will apply to the above examples 

(i.e., ta eva, ta ucuh, tasma adat).

In Panini’s grammar, external sandhi rules, unlike internal 

sandhi- rules, involve two boundaries. The derivations in all the 

examples given in internal and external sandhi rules involve rule order

ing. First, internal sandhi rules (word level rules) apply and then 

the external sandhi rules.

a 4- aslt asit (Panini 6.1.101)

asit ## manasi aslnmanasi (assimilation, Panini 8.4.45) 

tat ## jalam tajjalam T that water* (Panini 8.2.39)

The forms in the double boundaries are marked for the rules that 

may apply to them. Once the double boundaries are removed after the 

application of the sandhi rules, no rule will apply. Once vane ## iha 

becomes vana iha, no rule (such as guna sandhi rule) will apply. The 

application of any rule is blocked as vana comes from an underlying 

form vane (i.e., vana is not the underlying form marked for the applica

tion of any rule). Panini has formed his rules in such a way that the 

correct forms automatically result. There are no final consonantal 

clusters in Sanskrit. Panini*s rule 8.2.23 (* samyogantasya lop ah *) 

explains this phenomenon:

gacchant (pres, plural of gam/gach) + s (nom. sq.) ->

gacchant (Rule 8.2.23)

gacchan (Rule 8.2.23)

vidvan + s ■> vidvan (Rule 8.2.23)
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This s does show up in the form vidvastatra Tthere (is) a 

scholar* and Panini handles this problem differently. He inserts an s 

between vidvan and tatra (Rule 8.3.7). Similarly, bhavan ## tatra 

bhavastatra "you there."

Panini*s rules are ordered in such a way that they automatically 

apply at the word level first and then they go beyond it. In any case, 

with the help of rule ordering, all the forms are derived by using only 

two boundaries, a single boundary and a double boundary. In Panini*s 

grammar, the rules that are stated in their most general form apply

first. The rules that are mentioned later in the order have the priv-
n

ilege of applying over the preceding rules; compulsory (mandatory) 

rules are more powerful. The suppletive rules are more powerful than 

both of those and the exceptions to the rules are most powerful of all. 

The boundary phenomenon is an integral part of the rule ordering. In 

the framework of Panini*s grammar, we can either mark each single form 

for the rule application and apply the rule(s) simultaneously to all 

marked forms., or we can mark a single form for the rule application and 

apply it and so on, and so on. I claim that Panini was very highly a 

generativist, especially in his approach of deriving the forms. Some 

sample derivations (siddhis) follow.

1. sarit * river*

sarit + s (nom. sq.) -> sarit (cluster simplification rule 

Panini 7.2.3)

2. sarit + ta (instrumental sq. suffix) -> sarit + a (t -> <p

Panini 1.3.7) sarita
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3o rama + ta (instr. sq. suffix); here t does not become zero by 

Panini 1.3.7 as a latter rule 7.1.12 applies and replaces 

ta with ina) -* rama + ina -* ramena (guna, Panini 6.1.87) ->

-> ramena (Panini 8.4.1)

4. rama + am (acc. sq. suffix)

Here we expect a + a to become a , which would give the incorrect 

form ramam* (Panini 6.1.101), but a latter rule (Panini 6.1.107) applies, 

this rule blocks the application of Panini 6.1,101, converts the a of 

am into a zero and thus gives the desired form ramam.

5. raman (acc. plural)

rama + sas (acc. plural suffix)

rama + as (s cj) Panini 1.3.8)

rama + ans ((f) -> n/s of sas, Panini 6.1.103)

ramans (Panini 6.1.101)

raman (cluster simplification rule, Panini 7.2.3).

Here we expect rule 8.4.1 to apply and convert n to n, but there 

is an exception to this rule (8.4.37) which says that the final n does 

not become n.

6. a. gacchannasti ’he is going’

gacchan ## asti
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gacchannasti

([+ nas ] -> [+ ten

+ back

+ low

+ syll

tense

a

[+ syll] #

7.

(Panini 8.3.32) 

b . pratyaQQatma v awaken soulf 

pratyaQ ## atma 

pratyaQQatma (same as above)

lldha Tlicked9 tasted1

lib + ta (past plural suffix like in prapta 'possessed* prap

+ ta and in puta 'sacred, purified* Pu + ta) 

lidh + ta (Panini 8.2.31)

lidh + dha (Panini 8.2.40. This rule applies only after h 

becomes dh— -it needs dh in the environment.) 

lidh + $ha (assimilation rule, Panini 8.4.41) 

lidha (dh -> $/ - dh; Panini 8.3.13)

lldha (compensatory lengthening, Panini 6.3.111. Like in punar 

## ramate -> puna ramate -> punaramate and harir ## ramyah -> hari 

ramyah -> hari ramyah 'Hari is good looking* .)

vodha 'he will carry, he will be a carrier* (root vah, 

second future, third person sq.)
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vah + tip

vah + tas + da (tip -> da, Rule 2.2.85; cj) -> tas. Panini Rule 

3.1.33)

vah + tas + a (d cj) Panini Rule 1.3.7)

vah + ta + a (s -> (j) / = # Rule 1..3.7, Panini)

vadh + ta + a (Panini 8.2.31)

vadh + dha + a (Panini 8.2.40)

vadh + dha + a (assimilation, Panini 8.4.41)

vadh + dha (a + a a, Panini 6.1.101)

vadha (dh +  $ 7 - dh, Panini 8.3.13)

Here we expect the compensatory lengthening rule (Panini 6.3.111) 

to apply, but there is an exception to this rule— Panini 6.3.112— that 

says that a of the roots sah 1 to tolerate1 and vah Tto carryT becomes o 

following the elision of dh. So, vadha vodha.

The examples given in the sandhi rules and the sample deriva

tions from Panini, show how the word level rules apply first and then 

the rules apply beyond the single boundary and also how the correct 

forms are derived by the proper ordering of rules.

Let us look at the following examples in Telugu again:

/manisi/ -> manisi, mans! 'man'

/pilici/ [piliXi], [pilci] 1having called

/kadupu/ -> [karupu], [karpu] 'stomach*

/godawa/ -> [gorawa], [gorwa] 'trouble'

/kadapa/ -y [karapa], [karpa] 'threshold'
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/perugu/ -> [pergu] grow (or yogurt)?

/ Jarugu/ [ Jargu] move

/nilucu/ [nilcu] stand*

/naducu/ -> [nadcu] walk*

/ adugu/ [adgu] ask (or step)

As mentioned in Chapter 2, these forms involve the syncope rule

(Rule 21), This syncope rule, which is an internal sandhi rule (a word- 

level rule), also applies to the forms after the formal rules have 

applied to them (this rule applies only in informal speech or rapid - 

faster - speech). And then some formal rules may reapply.

/gooda/ *wall* (syncope rule cannot apply here) 

/maata/ *talk*

/paata/ * song*

/daari/ * door*

gooda + lu goodalu ’walls’

No formal rule applied here, but now this form is marked for 

syncope rule to apply: goodalu -> goodlu; and then the formal rules of

assimilation can apply and the following forms result:

maata + lu maatulu -* maatlu (Rule 21)

paata + lu paatalu -> paatlu

daari + lu ->• daarulu -> daarlu

gooda + lu -> goodalu -> goodlu ->• goodlu -> goollu (Rule 12 I(iii)

and Rule 12 II)



toda + lu -> todalu -> todlu (Rule 21) -> todlu -> tollu (Rule 

21 I(ill) and 12 II) ’thighs ?

English motor -> mootaru; mootaru + lu -> mootarulu -> mootarlu 

(Rule 21)

As I have mentioned before5 more informal the. style, more appli

cation of the rules or, better yet, faster the speech, more application 

of the rules. Sandhi rules, at least in Telugu, are like cyclic rules; 

they can apply and reapply after the formal rules have applied.



FOOTNOTES

1, This quotation is taken from a prepublication manuscript dated 

19715 obtained from the author, which was later published in 

A Festschrift for Morris Halle, edited by S. Anderson and P. 

Kiparsky (1973). The latter publication was not available to me.
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CHAPTER 4

, EVIDENCE OF THE TELUGU PHONOLOGICAL RULES.

IN ENGLISH LOANWORDS

The phonology of a language can be described in terms of 

articulatory phonetics. All languages contain a contrast between con

sonants and vowels. Each sound in a particular language is classified 

according to certain dimensions. For vowels these dimensions would be 

height 3 frontness and backness, and maybe roundness as well. For conso

nants , there are four major dimensions: point of articulation, manner

of articulation, nasality, and voicing.

The phonology of a language may also be described in terms of a 

number of language universal features. These features can be said to 

describe sounds in any language and must be interpreted through the 

phonological theory as binary. In other words, the language either has 

the feature or it does not. The basis for a phonological theory may be

described as a set of universals. The set of universal features oper

ating on a binary level can be used to describe sounds in a particular 

language by stating whether a feature applies or does not apply in the 

process of forming that sound. Let us assume that there is a language 

that has only two sounds, /p/ and /b/. We need only refer to the fea

ture "voicing11 in order to specify one segment or the other. In this

particular case, the feature "voicing" is the distinctive feature for 

both /p/ and /b/. It is the feature in which these two segments are

55
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"opposing" or "contrasting." Distinctive■featuresthen, are those 

features that point out how one segment contrasts with another. On 

the one hand, a language that has /p/ but not /b/ may be said not to 

make an opposition in terms of voicing in this case. Thus, "voicing" 

ceases to be a distinctive feature for /p/ so that once certain other 

distinctive features are specified, "voicing" can be predicted and thus 

becomes redundant. In generative phonology, this is expressed as 

follows:

+ cons

- cor

+ ant

[ - voice]

That is, a bilabial sound is redundantly voiceless (or it is

/p/).
In other words, redundant features represent information that 

for that particular segment need not be specifically mentioned in 

determining its identity. We will see how redundancy operates within 

the grammar of Telugu to effect the final phonological outcome of 

English loanwords.

In terms of one’s own native language, redundancy operates 

through certain rules and this is quite natural. It is only when 

these redundancy rules are transferred to a target (donor) language in 

a learning situation, that is, are unconsciously applied in either the 

production and perception of the second language, that they cease to
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be valid. A speaker tends to identify a sound of another language with 

one in his native language and in reproducing it, subjects it to the 

phonological rules of the native language. He tends to transfer the 

native sound system in the process of using the borrowings from the 

foreign language. He tends to transfer to that foreign language his 

sounds and their variants and their interaction with other sounds.

Thus, this transfer is usually in the direction from the native language 

to the foreign language. Not only cannot the speaker of one language 

easily pronounce language sounds of another, he cannot easily hear 

language sounds other than those of his native language. The theory of 

transference in foreign language learning states that a listener will 

tend to reinterpret or hear those sounds that are not a part of his 

phonetic inventory in terms of his own language’s phonetic system and 

it is redundant features that form the basis upon which he reinterprets 

the foreign sound. Thus, in terms of loanwords from English, Redundancy 

rules apply and render a Telugu phonological counterpart. This phenome

non can be explained with a few examples.

1, Telugu never allows a consonant in the final position in a 

word, so the redundancy rule may be written as follows:

[+ segment] -> [+ syll] / - #

which says that a segment in the final position is always a vowel.

This rule, as will be seen, is particularly important in explaining 

’’vowel epenthesis” is loanword phonology.
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2. In Telugu, dental obstruents are redundantly noncontinuant and 

English /9/ is therefore reinterpreted as [th]. The following 

redundancy rules explain this phenomenon.

+ obstr 

+ cor 

+ ant

[- cont]

(oversimplified)

English

theatre

thermometer

Telugu 

[thiyetaru]

[tharmaamitaru]

3. In Japanese, coronal obstruents are redundantly strident and 

labiodental continuants /v, f/ are redundantly nonstridents 

(they are reinterpreted as /b/ and /<(>/, respectively). The 

following redundancy rules for English loanword phonology of 

Japanese can be written:

- son 

+ cor 

+ cont

-> [+ str]
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English

method

leather

thriller

Japanese

mesoddo

rezaa

suriraa

(6 -> s)

(5 -> z)

(8->s)

This redundancy rule operates in Japanese but is not valid in 

English because an English coronal obstruent continuant may be either 

strident, /s, z/, or nonstrident, /9, 6/. Japanese fails to make this 

distinction because it does not have the opposition of stridency.

b.

+ cons 

- cor 

+ ant

[- str]

A voiced labidental continuant in English, /v/ becomes a non

continuant or /b/ and a voiceless, labiodental continuant in English, 

/f/, remains a continuant, /h/, in Japanese.

Examples:

,vivid

filter

/vivid/

/flits/

bibiddo

huirutaa
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Now let us see how the English sounds are reinterpreted in

Telugu,

Vowels

English

sick [slk] ->

Telugu

sikku

silk -> [silk] -> silku

hit * -> [hit] -> > hittu

fit -> [fit] fittu

idiom -> [Idlyam] -> iidiyamu

thriller -> [Qorlla] -> thrilaru

book -> [buk] bukku

brush ->■ [brAs ] -> brassu

gun [gAn] -> gannu

check -> [ cEk] -> cekku

sport [spoo.rt] spoortu

car -> [kar] -> kaaru

order -> [ords] -> aardaru

war [war] -> waaru

skirt -> [skat] -> skartu

pink ->• [piQk] -> piQku

bank -> [bceQk -> basqku, byaaQku

song -> [sag] -> saaQgu

wash [was] -> waasu

match -> [mac] -> maecus myaacu
i
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cash -> [kffis] kaesu, kyaasu

topic -> [topik -> taapiku

truck -> [trAk] ->• trakku

wood -> [wud] -> wuddu

fork -> [fork] -> foorku

wet -> [wEt] -> wettu

stress [stress] -> stressu

cook [kuk] -> kukku

oblige -> [fiblayj] *> oblaiju, oblayiju

open [owpen oopanu, woopanu

over -» [ova] -> oowaru, woowaru

egg -> [Eg] -> eggu, yeggu

inn [In] -> inni, yinnu

As can be noticed, English vowels [I], [©], [a ], £V] , [ft], and 

[E] are realized as short (lax) vowels and [i], [a], [u], [o] and [as] 

are realized as long (tense vowels in Telugu. If we could treat [I] 

class vowels as lax and [i] class vowels as tense, then we could have 

said that English lax vowels are redundantly short (lax) and tense 

vowels are redundantly long (tense) in Telugu; but one of the features 

used by Chomsky and Halle (1968) that requires some explanation is the 

feature of tenseness. Unlike nasality, coronality, voicing, and other 

features that have obvious articulatory correlates and are therefore 

easy to see and accept, tenseness is not so readily apparent. In fact, 

even with vowels (as in this case) where the distinction should be 

clear, it is tempting to regard the differences as merely differences
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in height5 rather than as tenseness. Linguists have used various terms 

to talk about the distinction between [i] and [I]. Sweet (1891) 

regarded vowels of the former class as narrow, while the [I] type vowels 

were side. This relected his belief that the body of the tongue was 

bunched for [i] and flat for [I]. Others call the first group close or 

long and the second open or short. Those who term the distinction one 

of tenseness, including Chomsky and Halle (1968), recognize that this 

tenseness applies not only to the tongue muscles but to the whole 

articulatory apparatus. Evidence against treating [i] and [I] as sim

ply different points on a scale of vowel height is easy to adduce.

Sweet (1891) similarly noted that if one continuously changes the 

gongue height one can produce either the series [i], [e], [ae], or the 

series [I], [e ], [ae] without producing any of the supposedly interven

ing vowels of the ohter series; that is, there seem to be two continue 

involved. Another relevant bit of evidence would be the sizable number 

of languages that have vowel harmony based upon these two classes, or 

rules, which convert a number of one class to the appropriate member of 

the other class in some environment.

Heffner (1950, p. 96) stated flatly: "in short, the difference

between [I[ and [e] or between [e] and [ e] or between.[i] and [I] is 

not due merely to a difference in the elevation of the tongue."

Heffner goes on to add that the "lax" vowels involve a wider glottal 

opening and greater air flow than tense vowels, which is attributed to 

their less tense articulation at the glottis. Interestingly, while 

evidence is good to unite the tense vowels as a class opposed to the 

lax vowels, phonetic evidence is lacking which would group [i] and [I],
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or these two together with their IPA rounded counterparts [y] and [Y],

as a group opposed to mid vowels. Heffner (1950, p. 98) stated.

Despite our inability to give wholly adequate reasons, either 
acoustic or physiological, for.the fact, it is still a fact 
that [i], [I], [Y] and [y] are to our perception [i]-type 
vowels rather than [e]-type vowels . . . practical phonetics 
here demands a grouping for which scientific phonetics has 
thus far failed to produce an adequate basis.

I personally like to treat [i] group vowels as long vowels and 

[I] group vowels as short vowels, and that is the way these English 

vowels are realized in Telugu loanword phonology (except when these 

vowels form diphthongs receiving special treatment). In other words, 

English long vowels are redundantly long and short vowels are redun

dantly short (i.e., tense and lax, respectively) in Telugu loanword 

phonology.

Rule 22. Vowel redundancy rule:

+ syll

{ [+ long] } { [+ tense] }

{ [- long] } { [+ lax] }

{ [-long] } { [+ lax] }

In Telugu loanword phonology, the final consonant in the mono

syllabic words becomes geminated if the vowel in the words is short.
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Rule 23. Final consonant gemination:

+ syll
-i

[+ cons] -> [+ tense] / # C - #
- tense

This rule must precede Rule 15 in order. If Rule 15 is applied 

first, this rule can never apply because the loanword will no longer be 

monosyllabic.

over

book

egg

[owe]

[buk]

bukku

[Eg]

eggu

yeggu

oowaru, woowaru 

[bukk]

egg

(Rules 15, 8)

(Rule 23)

(Rule 15)

(Rule 23)

(Rule 15) .

(Rule 8) (optional)

aaina //# yeggu aaina yeggu 

aaina ## eggu -* aaineggu 

aaina ## innu -> aaininnu

(Rule 20) ’his egg’

’his inn’

judge [j a j ]V V T V V Vjajj

V V Vjajju
bus

bill

[bAs] bassu

[bll] billu

(Rule 23)

(Rule 15) 

(Rule 23, 15) 

(Rule 23, 15)
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In TelugUj yaa is optionally realized as a&. (see Rule 10) and in 

Telugu loanword phonology, the reverse is also true (i.e., ae is option

ally realized as yaa).

Rule 24. yaa formation (optional)

SD:
[(f)] [ae]
1 2

- cons

- syll

- back 

+ high

SC: [y]
1

[+ back] 
2

2 ■> [+ back]

(i.e.,, ae -> yaa)

cat [kffit] kfflt

kyaatu

bank [baeQk] -> baeQku, byaaQku 

act [aekt] ysk^u

®ktu 
yaatu

bat [bat] b&tu

byaatu

katu (Rule 15)

(Rule 24) 

(Rules 15, 24) 

(Rules 8, 15)

(Rules 8, 15) 

(Rule 15) 

(Rules 15, 24)

In Telugu loanword phonology [ ] is realized as [aa]
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Rule 25, Vowel change:

+ syll 

+ tense 

+ low

[-back]

office -> [ofls ]

doctor ->

copy

[dokte]' daaktar

daaktaru

coffee [kofi]

[kopi]

aaphis (Rule 25)

aaphisu (Rule 15)

aapisu (Rule 1,

(f ->■ ph to be discussed later) 

(Rule 25)

kaaphii

kaaphi

kaapi

kaapii

kaapi

(Rule 15)

(Rules 25, 22)

(Rule 18)

(Rule 1., opetional) 

(Rules 25, 22)

(Rule 18)

Glides

In Telugu, English high glides /y/ and /w/ are realized as [y] 

and [w], respectively; but they do not combine with vowels to form 

diphthongs as in English. Instead they are interpreted as vowels after 

vowels. In Telugu loanword phonology, a glide becomes a vowel after a 

vowel.



Rule 26• Glide vocalization:

- cons 

+ back

+. syll

a back

high

+ syll 

a back 

3 high

This rule says that a [y] becomes [i] and a [w] becomes [u] 

after a vowel in English loanwords in Telugu.

Examples:

waiter -> [weyti] -> weetaru

fail -> [feyl] feelu

boat -> [bowt] -> bootu

boot [buwt] -> buutu

seat ->■ [siyt] -> situ

coat -> [kowt] -> kootu

brown -> [brawn] -> braunu, brawnu (Rule 9)

house [haws] ->■ hausu, hawusu (Rule 9)

knife -> [nayf ] -> naiphu, nayipu (Rule 9)

boiler -> [boyle] ->■ ■ bailaru, bayilaru (Rule 9)

scout [skawt] -> skautu, skawutu (Rule 9)

music -> [myuwzik] -> mymrf (h)iku

page -> [pey5] -> peeju

stage -> [steyj] -> steeju

out -> [awt] -> autu, awutu (Rule 9)

shoot -> [Suwt] -> suutu
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bowling -> [bowliQ] -> booliQgu

yellow -> [yElow] -> yeloo

cream [kriym] -> kriimu

Quaker -> [kweyke] -> kweekaru

drive -> [krayv] ->■ draiwu, drayiwu (Rule 9)

As can be seen, a combination of a non-low vowel other than 

(a, o) and glide is interpreted as a long vowel in English loanwords in 

TelugUo

English

ey

iy
uw

ow

Telugu

ee

n

uu

oo

Looking at the relationship that exists between [w], [u] and 

[o], and [y], [i] and [e] we can say that the explanatory power of 

the feature system becomes very significant (unless our analysis is 

based on distinctive features we cannot capture the generality). This 

relationship is quite justified and logical as can be seen by examining 

the features of these sounds:

[w]

cons

syll

son

high

+
+

[u]

+
+
+

[o]

4-

+
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back

low

ant

cor

round

tense

voice

cont

nas

strident

cons

syll

son

high

back

low

ant

cor

round

tense

voice

cont
nas

strident

[w] [u] [o]

+ + +

+ + +

+
+

+
+

+
+

[y] [i] [e]

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
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It is obvious that the contrasting feature between [w] and [u] 

and [y] and [i] is syllabic and between [w] and [o] and [y] and [e] is 

syllabic and high. In other words, in the case of these sounds a 

minimal shift of features syllabic and high is involved in Telugu and

i process takes place in Telugu loanword phonology.

twist [twist] -> twistu

woolen -> [wuwlAn] -> uulanu

young -> [yAQ] -> yaQgu

yard -> [yard] -> yaardu

captain -> [kaeptEn] -> keptenu, kyaaptenu

gas -> [gas] -> gaesu, gyaasu

kick [klk] -> kikku (Rules 25, 23, 15)

pen [pEn] -> pennu (Rules 25, 23, 15)

pass -> [pas] -> passu (Rule 25, 15)

car -+ [kar] -> kaaru

pant -> [pant] -> pasntu, pyaantu

band -> [band] -> bendu, byaandu

bat -> [bat] . baetUj byaatu

bus -> [bAs] -> bassu

gun [gAn] gannu

church -> [ U l ] -> carcu

bridge -> [brlj] -> 1 . Y Ybrijju

choke ->■ [cowk] ->' cooku

skirt -> [skit] -> skartu

pin -> [pin] -> pinnu
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bulb -> [bAlb] ->

march [marc] ->

map -> [map ] •>

silk -> [silk] ->

pink -> [plQk] ->

camp -> [keemp] ->

ball -> [bol]

cinema -> [sInama] ->

cash -> [kees] ->

match -> [msec] ->

hit ->• [hit]

In all the above examples 

apparent:

English

[p]

. [b]

[k]
[c]

[j]

[1]
[r]

[m]
[n]

[s]

balbu

maarcu

maeepu9 myaapu

silku

pi Oku

kaempu, kyaampu 

ballu

sinawa, sinama 

kaesu, kyassu 

ineecu, myaacu 

hittu

the following correspondences are

Telugu

[?]

[b]

[k]

[£]
[]]

[1]
[r]

[m], [w] (v-v)

[n]

[s]
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Even if initial voiceless stops /p/, /k/, /c/ and /t/ are aspi

rated in English 5 they are not realized as aspirated in Telugu because 

aspiration in Telugu is much stronger than in English. This is true 

about all the Indian languages.^ Speakers of the Indian languages do 

not hear the aspiration in the voiceless stops in English, they do not 

pronounce these sounds as aspirated in English. This is no longer true 

in my own pronunciation, but the aspiration in my English is much weaker 

than the aspiration in the Indian languages I speak. English /r/ is 

realized as an alveolar single flap in loanword phonology.

In Telugu, [c] and [j ] occur only before front vowels (see Rule 

2), but in English loanwords they occur before back vowels as well as 

(choke cooku, church carcu, judge jajju, etc.) But -monolinguals

do tend to change the back vowels into front vowels or pronounce [c] 

for [c] in these words (i.e., cerci, cooku, jejji, etc.).

/t/ and /d/ in English are alveolar stops and are apical which 

in the system of Chomsky and Halle (1968) is [- distributed]. Telugu 

does not have alveolar stops. It has, as described in Chapter 2, 

dental and retroflex obstruents. Dental sounds in Telugu are lamina! 

and [+ distributed] and retroflex sounds are apical and [- distributed]. 

In Telugu, loanword phonology English /t/ and /d/ are redundantly 

[- distributed], and are therefore realized as retroflex.
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Rule 27. Retroflexion (II):

+ obstr 

+ cor

- cont

- distr

- son

[- ant]

This rule says that any nondistributed coronal stop is redun

dantly retroflex.

In all the Indian languages, English apicoalveolar /t/ and /d/ 

are realized as /t/ and /d/, respectively.

English Telugu

motor -> [mote] -> mootaru

tip -> [tip] -> tippu

bid -> [bid] -> biddu

ticket -> [tlket] -> tikatu

dull -> [dAl] -> dallu

date ->■ [deyt] -> deetu (Rules 26, 15, 27)

doctor -> [dokte] -> daaktaru

dictator -> [dlkteyte] -> dikteetaru

passport -> [pasport] -> paaspoortu

tax [taeks] -> taeksu, tyaaksu

coat -> [kowt] -> kootu

party -> [parti] -> paarti

order [ords] -> aardaru
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English./n/ and /I/ are realized as /n/ and /!/, respectively3 

in Telugu; but they are redundantly retroflex when followed by a retro

flex sound.

Rule 28. Nasal and lateral assimilation:

+ cor 

+ nas 

+ lateral

-ant]
+ cor 

- ant

This rule says that an alveolar nasal or lateral is redundantly 

retroflex before a retroflex. Clearly, this is an assimilation rule.

Examples

English

building ->■ [blldiQ] e-

Telugu

bildiQgu

band -> [band] -> bandu, byaandu

candy -> [kandi -> kaendi, kyaandi

pant -> [pent] -> paentu, pyaantu

London ->• [1 Anden] -> landanu

bold -> [bold] -> booldu

bald [bold] -> baaldu '

filter [flits] p (h)iltaru

gold -> [gold] gooldu

rooled gold -> [rold gold] roold-gooldu
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Obviously 9 Rule 28 is the result of Rule 27. By Rule 27,

English /t/ and /d/ are interpreted as retroflex in Telugu loanword 

phonology, and then Rule 28 applies:

English Telugu.

bald -> [bold] -> baald (Rule 25)

baaldu (Rule 15)

baaldu (Rule 27)

baaldu (Rule 28

pant -> [peent] -> peentu (Rule 15)

pyaantu (Rule 24)

pyaantu (Rule 27)

pyaantu (Rule 28)

peentu (Rule 10, optional)

j
English [q ] is realized as [q ] in Telugu except word finally 

where it is realized as [Qg]. This reflects the original spelling.

Examples

. English Telugu

song -> [sOQ] -> saaQgu

building [blldlQ] bildiogu

wrong -> [roQ] -> raaQgu

bank -> [baeok] beeQku, byaaQku

ink -> [iQk] -> iQku

ring -> [riQ] -> riQgu
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Rule 29. Spelling rule:

[Q] Qg / ~ # if original spelling is Tlng1T

In Telugu, [v] occurs in gemination only. In isolation (single) 

English [v] is interpreted as [w] in Telugu loanword phonology.

Rule 30. Despirantization:

- syll 

+ str 

+ voice

- ant

- cor

- cons

- str

That is, in Telugu labiodental voiced continuant is redundantly 

nonstrident. In all the Indian languages, English [v] is realized as 

[w].

Among nonsonorants, only /s/, /s/ and /s/ re continuant in 

Telugu. All other obstruents are redundantly noncontinuant in Telugu 

loanword phonology.

Rule 31. Despirantization and aspiration

+ cons

- son

- cont 

+ RGR



Examples

English

fit

office

coffee

farm

phone

thermos

thick

thread

throw

leather

zinc

razor

music

rouge

measure

treasure

Telugu

[fit]. phittu, pittu (Rule 1, ph

[ofIs] aaphisu, aapisu

[kofi] kaaphi, kaapi

[farm] phaarmu, paarmu

[fown] phoonu, poonu

[0 ermes] tharmasu

[61k] thikku

[0rEd] threddu

[Grow] throo

[laeeda] laed(h)aru, lyaad(h)aru

[zlQk] j(h)iQku

[reyza] reej(h)aru

[myuwzlk] myuuj(h)iku

[ruwz] ruuj(h)u

[mEze] * mej(h)aru ,

[trEze] trej(h)aru

F

Rule 31 says that English fricatives become nonfricatives

(noncontinuant) in Telugu and they also become aspirated ([+ RGR]).

All these fricatives are not strident, so we cannot say that the

stridency is realized as aspiration. It is some sort of "strength of 
2articularion" that is "transferred" into aspiration in Telugu.
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Derivations of some plural formations of English loanwords in

Telugu:

English

motor

candy

pant

-> [mowte] -> mootar (Rule 26)

mootaru (Rule 15)

mootaru (Rule 27)

mootaru + lu -> mootarulu

mootarlu (Rule 2 1 )

-> [keendi] -> keendii (Rule 2 2 )

keendii (Rule 27)

keendii (Rule 28)

kyaandii (Rule 24)

kyaandii (Rule 18)

bee ku + lu -*■ 

song

judge -> 

seat ->

kyaandii + lu 

kyaandiilu 

‘ [peent] -> 

pyaantu + lu 

pyaantulu 9 peentulu 

pyaantulu, peentulu 

byaaQkulu -> byaagklu

[s o q ] ^ saaQgu

peentu, pyaantu (as above)

(Rule 21) 

(Rule 21) 

(Rule 21) 

saa gulu

(saaQglu, Rule 21) 

jajju + lu + jajjulu ( jajlu, Rule 21)

siitu + lu -> siitulu siitlu (Rule 21)
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band -> beendu + lu -> baellu*

-> beendulu

High vowel deletion + assimilation rules do not apply to 

foreign words. Therefore, these and other rules that do not apply in 

Telugu loanword phonology will have [-foreign] in the lexicon.

beendulu baendlu (Rule 21)



FOOTNOTES

1, This is true about Cantonese also:

Cantonese English

/ 1 / [ th
t

[ t ].

/ d / [ d ] d

English [th] -> [d] [t] in Cantonese; English [th] is not

realized as [th] in Cantonese, as Cantonese aspiration is i 

stronger. Personal communication with Dr. A. Richard Dieh 

The University of Arizona, Tucson (1980).

2. See Chomsky and Halle (1968, p. 326, footnote 30).
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CHAPTER 5

.SUMMARY

The two most striking features in Telugu loanword phonology are 

the paragogical vowel [u]; (Telugu never allows a consonant in the 

final position) and the tetroflexion of the nasals and laterals followed 

by the apicoalveolar stops [t] and [d] that are realized as retroflex,

I claim that English speakers hear more retroflex sounds in English 

spoken by Indians than are used by Indians speaking their native 

languages. This is the interaction of sound combination.

English

building

band

cold

-> [blldlQ] 

[band]

-> [kowld]

Teleugu

[bildiQgu]

-> baendu, byaandu 

kooldu

cold drink [kowlddrlQk] [kooldriQku]

(haplology)

[u] is added to the borrowings to maintain the Telugu pattern 

of Words ending in a vowel described by the rule in Chapter 4, 

rewritten below.

+ seg
- cons

+ syll

(And9 in loanword phonology this vowel is always [u])

81
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car -> [kar ] -> karru

boot -> [buwt ] -> buutu

vote [vowt] wootu -> wootulu -> wootlu (plural)

pant ->• [pant] paentu, paentulu -> pantulu

It is also interesting to notice that nasals and laterals do not become 

retroflex following retroflex sounds as Telugu allows a cluster of 

retroflex stops followed by a nasal or lateral (cetlu *vtreesf 9 gudlu,

* eggs 1 9 katnamu ’wedding gift’, putnaalu ’fried garbanzos’).

[u] may be added to the borrowings even if the form has a vowel 

[u] in the final position, if the speaker considers it a borrowing.

For example, the Sanskrit form jantu is borrowed in Telugu and [u] is 

added and the form becomes [jentuwu] (with glide formation, of course). 

Similarly:

Sanskrit Telugu

guru -> guruwu (guruwunu ’to the guru’)

As mentioned, the presence of the paragogical vowel [u] is merely to 

preserve the basic phonological pattern of the words in Telugu. For 

the same reason °c° (°c#) in monosyllabic words is reduplicated (i.e., 

oc° occ°) if the vowel is of short duration (see Rule 23):

English Teleugu

brush -> [brAs] brass-u

truck -> [ trAk] -> trakku

cup -> [kAp] -> kappu

bus [bAs] -> bassu
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s explained9 English vowels [I] 9 ftr] [Q] 9 [a] and [e] are

realized as short vowels and [i] 9 [u] 9 [o] and [a] are realized as long

vowels in TelegUo Whereas in English the deciding factor for the vowel

quality could be either the height or the length, in Telugu it is only

the lengtho Therefore, Telugu speakers concentrate on the length and
1not on the height.

In Telugu [c] and [jf] occur only before front vowels, but in 

English loanwords they occur before back vowels as well. Similarly, 

words such as soda [sooda], and radio.-*, [reediyo] have introduced 

intervocalic [d] in Telugu through loanwords, but there is a tendency 

among monolinguals to pronounce these words a [reeriyo] and [soora].

This is true of all the Indian languages, Educated and semi-educated 

Telugu speakers are more likely to have [z]. and [f] in their pronouncia- 

tion, but as loanwords from Urdu have introduced these sounds; but there 

is a tendency among monolinguals to classify these sounds redundantly 

as [jh] and ph], respectively (see Rule 31), and that is what we expect 

until they have learned them.

In short, large numbers of loanwords have introduced more 

privileges of occurrence of the sounds mentioned above in Telugu through 

loanword phonology.

It is noticeable that sounds introduced through loanwords do 

show some regularity of pattern. In Telegu, English [z] and [z] are ~ 

both realized as [jh]; and English [0], [9] and [f] are realized as [th], 

[dh] and [ph], respectively. This is due to the relationship between 

the acoustic qualities of these consonants. The speaker identifies the 

sounds of a foreign language with the closest sounds in his own language.
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For example 9 in Hawaiian 9 English [t9 d 9 0 9 s 9 z 9 z 9 c 9 j 9 k 9 g] are all 

realized as [k] because Hawaiian has only eight consonants; p 9 k 9 v 9 h 9 

m 9 n 9 1  and ?

Examples:

English Hawaiian

Albert -> alapaki

Daniel -> kaneala

Christmas -> kalikimaka

market -> mapkeke

theatre keikalu

merry mele

In Telugu loanword phonology [y] and [w] assimilate to the 

preceding vowel in terms of height and backness and that renders the 

English VG sequence [ey] and [iy] as [ee] and [ii] 9 and [ow] and [uw] 

as [oo] and [uu] 9 respectively9 as mentioned in Chapter 3,

Although the rules in this dissertation were set up merely to 

account for as much of the data as possible 9 they may ultimately be 

shown to bear some relationship to the process the borrower has gone 

through to produce the assimilated form of an English borrowing. Cer

tainly the tools of acoustic phonetics and distinctive feature analysis 

had to be applied 9 and for that purpose it was more convenient to use as 

base forms the phonetic shapes of the English loanwords rather than 

the underlying forms.



FOOTNOTES

Personal communication9 Dr. W. Christie 9 Jr., Department of 

English, The University of Arizona (1980).

Personal communications, Mrs. Ruby Johnson, Department of Asian and 

Pacific Languages, The University of Hawaii (1973).



APPENDIX A

RULE ORDERING AND SAMPLE DERIVATIONS

Ordered Rules 

The following groups of rules need ordering:

11, 1 2 , 13, 14, 17.

14. Retroflexion I 14-11-121(lii)-12II

11. High vowel deletion gollu

12. Consonant assimilation (Rules 12 and 13 are the result of 

Rule 11).

Ki)
(ii) 1 1 -gullu

(iii) (iii)-II •

II -* pallu

13. Cluster simplification 11-(12)-13 gudlu 

17. Vowel assimilation 11-17 kaakulu

Rule 19 

Rule 20

sutte ekkada undi -> sutte yekkada wundi (Rule 19); 

suttekkadundi (Rule 20) ’where is the hammer?'

(Rule 23, final cons ant gemination

Rule 15, vowel epenthesis

book buk

buk (Rule 22)

bukk (Rule 23)



bukku (Rule 15

(Rule 27 9 retroflexion II 

Rule 28s nasal and lateral assimilation 

Rule 28 9 nasal and lateral assimilation 

bald -> baald (Rule 22)

baaldu (Rule 15)

baaldu (Rule 27)

baaldu (Rule 28)

Sample Derivations

waiter [weyta]

weytar (Rule 22)

weytaru (Rule 15)

weetaru (Rule 26)

weetaru (Rule 27)

tax -> [tasks]

taeksu (Rule 15)

tasksu (Rule 27)

taeksu, tyaaksu (Rule 24)

bid -> [bid]

bid (Rule 22)

bid (Rule 27)

bidd (Rule 23)

biddu (Rule 15)

bid bidu* (Rule 15 if before Rule 23)



building [bildiQ]

drive

bildiQ (Rule 2 2 )

bildiQ (Rule 27)

bildiQ (Rule 28)

bildiQg (Rule 29)
bildiQgu (Rule 15)

bilcb'Q if Rule 15

[drayv]

draiv (Rule 26)

draiw (Rule 30)

draiwu (Rule 15)

drayiwu (Rule 9)

(draiwu)

oblige [fib lay j

oblayj (Rule 22)

oblaij (Rule 26)
voblaiju (Rule 15)

oblayiju (Rule 9)
v v v voblayiju 9 oblaiju 5 woblayiju 9 woblaiju (optional ruless

Rules 9 9 8 )

scout [skawt ]

skaut (Rule 26)

skautu (Rule 15)

skautu (Rule 27)
°
skawutUs skautu (Rule 9)



act

band

pump

taxi

but 9

-* [eekt]
eektu (Rule 15)
eektu (Rule 27)

yaektu 9 aektu (Rule 8 ) (optional) 

yaaktu (Rule 24)

[baend] 

baendu (Rule 15)

baendu (Rule 27)

baendu (Rule 28)

baendu 9 byaandu (Rule 24)

byandulu b endlu (Rule 21)

byandulu -> byaandlu (Rule 21) 

(not Rule 11)

[pAmp] 

pamp 

pampu 

pampulu

[taeksi] 

taeksii (Rule 22)

taeksi (Rule 18)

taeksi (Rule 27)

taeksi 9 tyaaksi (Rule 24)

as expected: 

tyaaksii + lu -> tyaaksiilu

(Rule 22)

(Rule 15)

pamplu (Rule 21)



APPENDIX B

LOANWORD INDEX

English Telugu

act 4- aek£u, yaektu, yaaktu

advice 4 - edwaisu, yedwayisu

bald 4- baaldu

ball 4- baalu

band - + bandu, byaandu

bank -> baoku, byaaQku

bat 4 - batu, byaatu

bid 4- biddu

bill -v billu

boat 4 . bootu

boiler 4- baayilaru, baailaru

bold 4  booldu

book 4 - bukku

boot 4- btiutu

bowling 4- booliQgu

bridge 4- brijju, brijji

brown 4- < braunti, brawunu
brush 4- brassu
building 4- bildiggu ,

bulb 4- balbu
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bus -* bassu
camp -> kasmpu, kyaampu

candy -*■ k$ndi, kyaandi

captain -»■ kaeptenu, kyaaptenu

car kaaru

cash -»■ keesu, kyaasu

cat -*■ k$tu, kyaatu

choke -*■ cooku, cooku

cinema sinima, siniwa

click klikku

coat kootu

coffee kaaphi, kaapi

cold ■*" kooldu

cold drink ■ + kooldri ku

cook **■ kuuku

copy kaapi

cream kriimu

cup kappu

dictator -> dikteetaru

doctor -»■ daaktaru

drive -> draivm, drayivm

driver ->• draivjaru, drayiwaru

dull dallu

egg eggu, yeggu

english ->■ ; iOglisu, yiqglisu



fail

farm

filter

fit

fork

gas

gold

gun

hit

house

idiom

judge

kick

knife

leather

london

march

map

match

measure

method

music

oblige

office

feelu

faarmu

filtaru

fittu

foorku

gaesu, gyaasu 

gooldu 

gunnu 

hittu

hausu, hawusu 

iidiyamu, yiidiyamu
V \f  V V V V .jajju, jejji

kikku

naip(h)u, nayip(h)u 

laed (h)arus lyaad (h)aru 

landanu

marcu, marci

maepu ? myaapu

maecu 5 myaacu

maecij myaaci

maej (h)aru9 myaaj (h)aru 

maethadu9 myaathadu 

myuuj(h)iku 

(w)oblaiju9 (w)blayiju 

(w)obla(y)iji 

aap(h)isu



open (w)oopanu

order -> aardaru

out -> autu, awutu

over -> (w)oowaru

pant -> paentu, pyaantu

party -> paarti

passport -> paaspoortu

pass -> paasu

pen pennu

pink piQku

phone -> p(h)oonu

quaker -> kweekaru

ring -> riQgu

scout skautu, skawutu

sick ■> s ikku

silk -> silku

skirt -> skartu

song saaOgu

stage -> steeju, steeji

stress -> stressu

tax -> taeksu5 tyaaksu

taxi -> faeksi9 fyaaksi

theatre -> thiyetaru

thriller -> thrilaru

thermometer -> tharmaamiifaru
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ticket

tip

topic

treasure

throw

truck

twist

vote

war

wet

wood

woolen

work

wrong

yard

yellow

young

zinc

tiketu
tippu

taapiku

traej (h)aru, tryaaj(h)aru

throo

trakku

twist u

wootu

waaru

wettu

vm33u

wuulanu

warku

raaQgu

yaardu

yeloo

yaQgu

j(h)iQku
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